Introduction
Although health care systems have made great strides in reducing death rates associated with cardiovascular diseases, vascular events are still ranked amongst the main mortality causes in the western world. It is known that onset and progression of cardiovascular diseases are associated with the alteration of the biomechanical properties of cardiovascular tissues [3] . Consequently, some of the variables describing this mechanical behavior such as stress and strain may play a role in different arterial pathologies or some evolutive processes as tissue growth and remodeling [9, 18] .
Mechanical characteristics of vascular tissue may play a role in different arterial pathologies. Besides vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC), the extracellular matrix proteins collagen and elastin play a central role in the biomechanics of vascular tissue, i.e. their spatial organization and their interaction dominate the macroscopic non-linear vessel properties. While elastin provides elasticity and determines low-strain vessel properties, collagen protects the wall from overtretching and contributes mainly to the walls properties at higher strains [29] . However, the collagen fibers are not individually placed along the arteries, they are connected each other, therefore it is important modeling the contribution of both collagen fibrils and the linkers between them. Most importantly, by a continuous turn over of VSMC and collagen, the tissue microstructure adapts to its mechanical environment/needs (see for example [17] ), which naturally has significant implications on the physiological vessel performance. Vessel wall adaptation to mechanical needs also explains the reported intraspecies and interspecies variabilities of structural and mechanical properties [11, 21, 34] .
Finite strains constitutive descriptions are needed that reliably capture the vessel wall's anisotropic and nonlinear properties. Many constitutive models are based on a strain energy function (SEF), i.e. a mathematical description of vessel wall properties, which in turn is calibrated to data from experimental vessel wall characterization. While phenomenological SEFs are purely based on mechanical input information, structural SEFs integrate also microstructural histological data. Most importantly, structural SEFs allocate macroscopic stress to different micro-structural components, and are able to link the macroscopic loading to potential cellular responses. Structural SEFs for the vessel wall are based on fiber-reinforced composite concepts, which assume straight and parallel-aligned [16, 33, 40] , straight and orientation-dispersed [1, 13] , undulated and parallelaligned [39, 40] , or undulated and orientation-dispersed [19, 23] (families of) fibers. Despite the fact that considerable work has been dedicated to develop and numerically implement structural SEFs, only very few studies consistently validated structural SEFs, i.e. by treating histological and mechanical input information strictly separately [12, 15, 26, 37] . In contrast, most studies estimated both histological and mechanical model parameters from mechanical experimental data, i.e. they did not consider appropriate microstructural information.
The ability to get detailed fiber orientation [6, 8, 27] and recruitment [7] data makes structural SEFs all the more relevant, such that structural and mechanical model parameters can be separately identified by histological and mechanical experiments, respectively. Specifically, inflation [35, 38] , planar biaxial [20, 24] and uniaxial [11, 32] testing are preferable in-vitro mechanical test protocols for vascular tissue. Here, animal models remain popular in clinical hypothesis testing, where specifically the pig carotid artery has a central role. In the case of stenting techniques, common carotid or coronary swine arteries are broadly employed to test the features of these devices. Additionally, the use of animal tissue allow us to collect a sufficient number of coherent wall specimens, i.e. a sample size large enough for sound statistical data analysis.
The aim of this study is to collect quantitative information of the collagen fiber organization in the wall of the porcine carotid artery. Subsequently, this information is incorporated in a structural SEF, and mechanical model parameters were calibrated by leased-square optimization of model prediction and in-vitro vessel inflation experiments. Due to the applied structural constitutive modeling approach we hypothesize that the estimated material parameters reflect the properties of the microstructural components elastin and collagen. The structural information obtained through this study will not only improve our biomechanical understanding of the carotid artery, but also be helpful input information for continuum biomechanics-based simulations.
Material and Methods

Tissue harvesting
Left and right common carotid arteries (see Figure 1) were dissected from 10 female pigs (mean age: 3.5 months, SD 0.4 months). Animals did not present any pathology and were not used in any other experimental study. The animals were euthanized under general anesthesia through an intravenous injection of potassium chloride and sodium thiopental, and the carotid arteries were harvested by skilled veterinarians. Mechanical and histological samples preparation started within 24 hours, and until then, the tissue was stored in ion-free PSS (0.9% NaCl) solution at 4 [
• C]. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee for Animal Research of the University of Zaragoza and all procedures were carried out in accordance with the "Principles of Laboratory Animal Care".
(86/609/EEC Norm, incorporated into Spanish legislation through the RD 1021/2005). 
Mechanical inflation testing
Carotid arteries were tested in an Instron Microtester 5548 system that was adapted for biological tissue testing, such that the tissue remained immersed in ion-free PSS (0.9% NaCl) solution at 37 o C at any time. Specially designed vessel diameter-matching tube connectors were used to cannulate the artery segments. Two CCD cameras (Pulnix TM-1405GE) monitored the outer vessel diameter from the front and the lateral side, respectively.
Artery segments were stretched axially to 1. [12, 31] . Then the segments were further dehydrated, embedded in paraffin, and tangentially sectioned at 7.0 [µm] thickness. In order to enhance the birefringent properties of collagen, which also improves the precision of subsequent collagen orientation measurements, histological sections were stained with Picrosirius red [6] . According to this histological preparation the collagen in the vessel wall appeared bright orange-yellow-red when viewed with polarized light, see Fig. 2 . According to these color ranges, it has been assumed that mainly large collagen fibers type I, in addition to dense packs of collagen type III, were analysed by this technique since smaller/thinner fibers mainly appear in the ranges of green-yellow color ranges [12, 41] . the polarized light microscope. Specifically, for each wall sample collagen orientation measurements were taken at three histological slices across the wall thickness, and at 30 different points at each of these slices. In total of 5040 collagen orientation measurements were taken in this study.
Validation data
A set of uniaxial tests obtained by the authors in a previous study was used to validate mean collagen organization obtained in this study [11] . The experimental data consists of a simple tension tests of circumferential and longitudinal strips from the proximal and distal parts of porcine carotids. Different loading and unloading cycles were applied: corresponding to 60, 120 and 240 [kPa] at 30%/min of strain rate. Three preliminary cycles at all load levels were applied in order to precondition the sample and the last (fourth) cycle was used for subsequent analysis. For more detail of the experiments, see García et al. [11] .
Modeling
Orientation distribution function of the collagen
Besides the Lambert equal area projection [5] also the Bingham orientation distribution function (ODF) [4] was used to analyze the collagen orientation distribution. The Bingham ODF allows to represent a wide range of orientation distributions with the von Mises distribution (for example used in Gasser et al. [13] ) being a particular case.
With r denoting an arbitrary vector in the 3D space, the Bingham ODF reads
where Z is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues
is introduced so that 1/(4π)
Consequently, the probability concentration is controlled by the eigenvalues of Z, which in turn can be interpreted as concentration parameters along the three orthogonal directions in space, i.e. along the circumferential, radial and axial vessel wall directions, respectively. Most important, the difference between pairs of eigenvalues,
] determines the shape of the distribution. Therefore, one entity of ∆κ 1,2,3 may be set to zero without reducing the versatility of the distribution. If two eigenvalues ∆κ 1,2,3 are set to zero, the Bingham ODF reduces to the classical von Mises ODF [2] .
A least-square minimization procedure with the objective function
parameters from the experimentally identified collagen orientation distribution
Where n = 600 spatial orientations or integration directions discretisation of 39th degree proposed by [14] were used. Accordingly, any continuous integration over the unit sphere can be approximated by a numerical
where we denote {w i } i=1,··· ,m the corresponding weighting factors. Each experimentally measured orientation was assigned to the closest spatial orientation of the corresponding numerical integration direction, being p i the number of experimental orientations assigned to each integration direction i. In order to fulfill the normalization requirements of the numerical integration,
. Finally the quality of the model representation or experimental fitting was assessed by the normalized square error,
Inflation test: theoretical framework
In order to mimic the in-vitro inflation experiment the associated equilibrium equations need to be solved.
Neglecting body forces this equation reads divσ = 0, where div(•) is the spatial divergence of (•). In cylindrical coordinates, it yields
Hereσ θθ ,σ rr andσ zz are the circumferential, radial and longitudinal Cauchy stresses, respectively. r i and r o is the internal and external radio of the artery. Given a constitutive model that defines the stresses in eq.4 are expressed, the inflation pressure p ψ i and axial force F ψ z can directly be compared to the recordings from the in-vitro inflation experiment [36] .
Uniaxial test: theoretical framework
The tissue was assumed as incompressible, that is det(F) = λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 = 1, where F represents the deformation gradient tensor and λ i , the stretches in the principal directions. Considering an uniaxial tension test in the longitudinal or circumferential directions, the Cauchy stress tensor becomes σ = [σ ii , 0, 0] with i = θ, z, and one gets,
Microstructural-based model
We considered the carotid artery wall being a passive, hyperelastic and incompressible material that is reinforced by collagen fibers. Specifically, the additive decomposed SEF per unit reference volume Ψ = Ψ iso + Ψ ani , described isotropic and anisotropic contributions to the strain energy, respectively. Here, Ψ iso aims at capturing the mechanical properties of the ground matrix material (mainly elastin) and was modeled by the classical neoHookean model Ψ iso = C 10 (I 1 − 3). Here, I 1 = trC denotes the first invariant of the right Cauchy Green strain C = F T F with F being the deformation gradient.
The anisotropic contribution to the strain energy models the collagen fibers reinforcement and reads
where ρ denotes the Bingham ODF (given by eq. (1)) and ψ f denotes the SEF of the collagen fibers. In addition
is an effective orientation density that accounts for cross-links between the main collagen fibers, see Figure 3 .ρ takes into account the space covered by the collagen cross-links appearing in the physical space where main collagen fibers do not exist, as reported by a previous model [30] . Specifically,
represents the relative amount of cross-links with α = 0 and α = 1 denoting no cross-links and fully cross-linked collagen, respectively. The fully cross-linked state results in an isotropic response of the collagen.
Finally, the numerically integration of eq.(6), using m = 368 integration points over the unit sphere U 2 , gives
with w i denoting integration point weights. We assumed that an individual collagen fiber contributes only in tension to the strain energy and follows the exponential phenomenological model [10, 16] 
where affine kinematics defines the collagen fiber stretch λ i = |t i |, with t i = F r i .
Finally, assuming that the collagen fiber is incompressible, its contribution to the Cauchy stress reads
with ψ
Identification of mechanical parameters
Parameter identification was based on a Levenberg-Marquardt type minimization algorithm [22] , using the objective functions
for inflation and uniaxial tests, respectively. Here, w p and w F are weight factors for the internal pressure and the axial force to balance their contributions, and n denotes the number of data points. p The goodness of the fitting was quantified by the coefficient of determination of the normalized mean square root errors, i.e.
Here µ pi and µ Fz denote the mean of the experimentally measured inflation pressures and axial forces, respectively. In addition q is the number of parameters of the SEF, such that n − q denotes the number of degrees of freedom. 
Results
Artery dimensions
Collagen fibres orientation
Lambert equal area projections of the measured collagen fiber orientations are shown in No such separation is seen with respect to collagen fibers' azimuthal angle, i.e. horizontal axis of the Lambert projection. Quantitative collagen fiber orientation results are given in Table 2 , which considered the above described separation into two families of fibers of different mean elevations. Table 2 . Due to the observed separation of collagen fibers into families with positive and negative elevations, parameters for both families are presented. The low NSE of about 5% indicates that the introduced Bingham ODFs accurately represents the measured collagen fiber orientations. 
Bingham representation of the collagen orientation distribution
Mechanical constitutive model parameter estimation by inflation test
Mechanical constitutive model parameters were estimated separately for the distal and proximal carotid segments. The estimated parameters including quality of model representation measures are summarized in Table 3 .
The parameter identification was based on the readings from the in-vitro inflation experiments (see Section 4.4), the dimensions of proximal and distal artery segments (Table 1) , and the individual Bingham parameters reported in Table 2 
Mechanical constitutive model parameter estimation by uniaxial tensile test
For the validation uniaxial tests, mechanical constitutive model parameters were estimated separately for the distal and proximal carotid segments using the mean Bingham ODF parameters from Table 2 . The estimated 
Discussion
In this study, polarized light microscopy and in-vitro inflation experiments were used for histological and mechanical characterizations of the common carotid artery. To this end the measured collagen fiber orientation distribution was integrated in a structural constitutive model of the artery wall, and mechanical model parameters were estimated through least square fitting the recordings from the inflation experiment. Note that type I and densely packed type III collagen fibers show similar wavelengths of color ranges in polarized light microscopy, see [42] and references herein for example. Consequently, the collagen fiber orientations measured in the present study correspond to mainly collagen type I and densely packed type III collagen fibers. These structures are thought being mainly responsible for stiffness and compliance [12] in arteries. 
Family of collagen fibers with positive elevation
Family of collagen fibers with negative elevation Table 3 : Estimated mechanical constitutive model parameters. Parameter C 10 reflects the ground material (elastin mainly)
properties, k 1 and k 2 define collagen fiber properties, and α determines the collagen fiber cross-linking level. The quality of the model representation is characterized by εp and ε Fz .
Our histological results showed that the collagen fiber orientation in predominantly aligned along the vessel's circumferential direction with significant dispersion around this direction. Our data was based on analyzing a rather small area of the histological slices, and the dispersion is expected to increase when increasing the analyzing area, which, however, would require automatic methods, see for example [26] . We could not observe different families of collagen fibers with respect to the azimuthal angles, as it has been postulated previously in the literature for other vessels [13] . In addition, our study did not reveal significant differences in the collagen organization between proximal and distal locations. However, the collagen orientations were grouped at two different elevations in almost all investigated wall samples. Despite the fact this finding remains one to some Table 5 : Estimated mechanical constitutive model parameters for distal uniaxial tests. Parameter C 10 reflects the ground material (elastin mainly) properties, k 1 and k 2 define collagen fiber properties, and α determines the collagen fiber cross-linking level. The quality of the model representation is characterized by ε.
extent on the recently observed tilting of smooth muscle cells in the media [25] , the reason and implication behind it remain unclear. Specifically, it cannot be excluded that this reflects an artefact from pooling the measurements that were taken from the individual histological sections. Consequently, alternative approaches that avoid pooling section-specific measurements and analyze the wall structure of an intact 3D section, like methods based on confocal laser scanning microscopy [28] or nonlinear multiphoton microscopy [37] , could have advantages.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that in order to simplify the experimental analysis and mechanical characterization, the tissue was considered as mono-layer, assuming the media layer being responsible for the mechanical response of swine carotid arteries within the tested range of deformations, being the one with much higher density of collagen fibers compared to adventitia or intima layers [31] . Therefore the analysed histologies corresponded mainly to media layer locations, nevertheless the position in depth of the histologies was not measured, so it is not possible to evaluate the depth dependence of collagen orientation directions. However, no visual significative differences were found in any of the analysed histologies. Further analyses could be carried out by differentiating layers and recording depth of histologies in order to obtain more accurate results. On the other hand, the presented numerical fitting of the mechanical response of in-vitro inflation experiments showed a rather good accuracy with this monolayer assumption. Interestingly in this respect was also the observation that the proposed one-layer inflation model predicted considerably better the vessel's pressure-circumferential stretch properties than its axial force-circumferential stretch properties. Clear reasons for this observation remain unknown. However, recent work [34] indicated that the predictability of inflation tests can be improved by considering anisotropy of the elastin-related stress in the vessel wall, such as refining our constitutive model in that respect is recommended.
The identified collagen orientation densities were integrated in a micro-sphere-based constitutive model, which after calibration was able to reasonably reproduce the experimental inflation test results. Noticeably, distal vessel properties were similar to proximal properties, and model predictions reproduced considerably better the vessel's inflation pressure-circumferential stretch than its axial force-circumferential stretch properties. Similar observations have already been reported in the literature, see for example [34, 35] . Finally, we mentioned that considering cross-linking among the collagen fibers (α > 0) was essential for the constitutive model to capture the experimental data. As described previously by [30] , the cross-links between the main collagen fibers contribute to the compliance of the tissue. Based on previous models, the mechanical contribution in the longitudinal direction could not be observed in cases where the main fibers are preferentially aligned in circumferential behavior, as in the present study.
A set of uniaxial tests provided by another previous study was used to validate the mean collagen organization Despite the applied approach tried to use state-of-the-art methods, several limitations should be mentioned.
Most importantly, the arterial wall's multilayered structure was approximated by a one-layered homogeneous model without residual strains in the unloaded configuration. However, it is expected that the wall properties change across the thickness, such that the estimated mechanical model parameters in this study only reflect surrogate biomechanical information. Similarly, we used only three histological sections across the wall to identify the collagen organization, which would have overlooked potential gradual changes, i.e. as recently reported for the porcine aorta [26] , for example. Consequently, a refined analysis should explore the radial inhomogeneity of both, collagen histology and mechanical wall properties, respectively.
Our polarized light microscopy identified only thicker collagen fibers, but the vascular wall included also finer collagen fiber structures [25] , which also could be mechanically relevant. Interestingly, these finer structures seem to cross-bridge thicker fibers in a mesh-like network without a clear preferred fiber orientation. In the present study such a coupling amongst thicker collagen fibers it is thought to be captured by the previously suggested coupling parameter α [30] . However, since the level of mechanical coupling can not be histologically identified, α was considered as an unknown in the parameter estimation procedure, i.e. identified through least-square fitting experimental inflation data. In this direction, further structural investigations are needed toward the identification of the cross-links parameter.
Inflation mechanical testing has been used to characterize the common carotid artery properties. This protocol allows independent control over a wide range of axial and circumferential wall stretches, and, amongst the suggested in-vitro experimental techniques, it is probably the protocol that is closest to in-vivo artery conditions.
In order to minimize edge effects from specimen mounting the inflation tests were performed with the whole common carotid artery, and for the analytical analysis the axial stretch was regarded constant along the rather long vessel. However, since vessel histology is markedly different between the muscular distal and the elastic proximal segments (see for example [9, 11, 18, 21] ), also the axial stretch could be inhomogeneous distributed amongst them. Separate read-outs for distal and proximal segments with optical markers, for example, could avoid this draw-back in our study and perhaps improve the reported results. Despite the fact that a multilayer mechanical analysis of the vessel wall is desired it is barely impossible to separate the vessel into different concentric layers and perform inflation test on these layers separately.
Data provided in this study relate to the porcine carotid artery, which clearly cannot directly be translated to human carotids. However, the very same method applied in the present work should also be applicable to explore human carotid arteries. Specifically, due to qualitative similarities between human and porcine vessels, it is expected that the very same mathematical framework is applicable, i.e. the proposed models to capture the vessel's collagen organization and its mechanics could also be calibrated to human data.
Conclusions
The present study found that thick collagen fibers in the porcine common carotid artery are dispersed around the circumferential direction. Integrating this information in a structural constitutive model allowed it to reflect the inflation characteristics of individual carotid artery samples. Specifically, only four mechanical parameters were required to cover the experimental data reasonable over a wide range of axial and circumferential stretches.
Noticeably, the coupling parameter α (one out of these four parameters) was critical for reasonable model predictions, such that the collagen fiber orientation measurements from polarized light microscopy, alone, seem to be insufficient structural information. To the authors knowledge this is the first study of the carotid artery that integrates separately identified collagen fiber orientations in a structural constitutive model to predict the artery inflation characteristics.
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